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Quantitative Monitoring of Body Pressure Distribution Using Built-in Optical Sensors
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Abstract

In this study, body pressure was quantitatively detected using built-in optical sensors, inside an air cushion seat. The proposed system

visualizes the effect of the body pressure distribution on the air cushion seat. The built-in sensor is based on the time-of-flight (ToF)

optical method, instead of the conventional electrical sensor. A ToF optical sensors is attached to the bottom surface of the air-filled cells

in the air cushion. Therefore, ToF sensors are durable, as they do not come in physical contact with the body even after repeated use.

A ToF sensor indirectly expresses the body pressure by measuring the change in the height of the air-filled cell, after being subjected

to the weight of the body. An array of such sensors can measure the body pressure distribution when the user sits on the air cushion

seat. We implemented a prototype of the air cushion seat equipped with 7 ToF optical sensors and investigated its characteristics. In this

experiment, the ToF optical pressure sensor successfully identified the pressure distribution corresponding to a sitting position. The data

were accessed through a mobile device.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Relieving or dispersing interface pressure has become important

to prevent pressure ulcers in paralyzed patients [1]. To understand the

effect of body pressure distribution, it is necessary to quantitatively

measure and visualize it. Conventionally, electrical technologies

such as resistive and capacitive sensors have been used for this

purpose [2-4]. These sensors obtain electrical signals from

mechanical movements triggered due to body weight. A resistive

sensor detects changes in the contact area of the conductive

material. A capacitive sensor identifies the applied pressure from

changes in thickness between layers at both ends. These electrical

sensors have poor durability under repeated application of

pressure [5]. Recently, a built-in optical sensor, instead of an

electrical pressure sensor, was used to measure body pressure on

a mattress [6]. Optical sensors have the advantage of good

durability and immunity to external noise [7]. Time-of-flight

(ToF) optical sensors determine the distance to the nearest object

by measuring the time it takes for light to move and reflect [6, 8].

In the experiment, we implemented a prototype of an air cushion

seat equipped with ToF optical sensors and investigated its

characteristics. As proof of the concept, body pressure distribution

in two sitting positions was monitored and visualized.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Design of air cushion seat with ToF sensors

In the study, the prototype air cushion seat (YH Medical Inc.,

Korea) has an array of air-filled cells, and each cell is 60(L) ×

60(W) × 45(H) mm in size. Each air-filled cell has four air

passages connected to adjacent air-filled cells. Thus, air can freely

move through the passages between the cells, as shown in Fig.

1(a). The dispersion of air to adjacent cells increases the contact

area between the air-filled cells and the surface of the body,

resulting in a uniform and low-pressure distribution across the

body. A ToF optical sensor is attached to the bottom surface of an

air-filled cell as shown in Fig. 1(b). There is no physical contact

with the interface surface of the body. A single air-filled cell has

a square pillar shape with sidewalls of a thin polyvinylchloride

(PVC) film and a top cover of a thick gel. The air-filled cells are

deformed by body weight mainly in the vertical direction, due to
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thin side walls and a thick cover. As shown in Fig. 1(b), a ToF

optical sensor measures the change in height from the top cover to

the bottom of the air-filled cell. This indirectly represents the

pressure applied by body weight.

2.2 Air cushion system for monitoring body pressure

An array of ToF sensors is required to measure body pressure

distribution. These are assigned as independent slave addresses.

Master and slave devices are connected using RS-485 asynchronous

communication as shown in Fig. 2. The master device is

connected in parallel to multiple slave devices and communicates

wirelessly with a mobile device via Bluetooth. Slave devices are

connected using a minimum number of wires (+VCC, GND, A,

B). RS-485 communication requires only differential data lines (A,

B) for an external interface [9]. As proof of the concept, the

prototype air cushion was implemented with only 7 ToF slave

devices as shown in Fig. 3. The slave devices were attached to the

bottom surfaces of the air-filled cells along the leg and hip lines.

The interface line for RS-485 communication was established

through the air passages between the cells as shown in the inset of

Fig. 3. Each slave device includes a microcontroller, a ToF unit

and an RS-485 communication unit as shown in Fig. 4(a). For the

ToF units, we used an off-the-shelf component, VL6180X

(STMicroelectronics, Switzerland). Both ends of each slave

device share a common RS-485 communication line to connect to

other devices.

The master device includes a Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)

module and an RS-485 communication unit as shown in Fig. 4(b).

The slave and master devices are of dimensions 20(L) × 20(W)

mm and 23(L) × 25(W) mm, respectively. Each slave device

consumes a current of 30 mA and the master device uses a current

of 15 mA, both from a 3.3 V supply.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Characteristics of the air cushion seat

In Fig. 5, the distance measured by a ToF sensor was compared

to the actual height of the corresponding air-filled cell after

Fig. 1. Air cushion seat with ToF sensors; (a) single air-filled cell and

(b) ToF optical sensor attached inside an air-filled cell and its

operation principle.

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the master and slave devices used in the

air cushion system.

Fig. 3. Air cushion system with a master device (black square line)

and slave devices (red square lines). The number on the slave

devices indicates the assigned address.

Fig. 4. Description of fabricated PCBs; (a) slave PCB and (b) master

PCB.
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vertical deformation. The air-filled cell had a maximum height of

35 mm, without deformation. The air cell was gradually pressurized

to reach a height of 10 mm. The distance measured by the ToF

sensor was found to have good linearity (R2 = 0.99) and a slope

of 1 compared to the actual height of the air-filled cell.

In this study, air cells on the air cushion are connected each

other and shares the injected air unlike those in a mattress [6].

Therefore, the changes in interface pressure on the air cushion seat

were investigated with respect to the pressurized area and depth.

Here, the air cushion seat was pressed down by external force

using the equipment in Fig. 6. This equipment (KIMM, Korea)

moves the plate jig up and down with a precision of 1 mm. The

interface pressure was measured using the commercial equipment

X3Pro (XSENSOR, Canada) [10]. This equipment is very thin

and flexible, which was placed on the top surface of the air-filled

cells. It was assumed that the pressurized area is a simple square

and has a uniform pressure in all areas due to the plate jig. Fig. 7

shows the change in interface pressure with respect to the pressing

depth. As expected, the interface pressure increased as the

pressing depth was increased in the same area. The larger the

number of air-filled cells, the greater the change (SIP) in the

interface pressure. Fig. 8 shows the change in interface pressure

for different pressing areas. The change in interface pressure was

found to have good linearity (R2 = 0.99) with the change in the

pressing area (AP). AP is related to the number of air-filled cells.

3.2 Visualization of body pressure distribution using

air cushion system

Table 1 shows the pressure when a participant takes different

postures on the cushion: (a) sitting upright and (b) sitting with

SIP Ap∝

Fig. 5. Distance measured by the ToF sensor against the actual

height of the air-filled cell.

Fig. 6. Equipment used for measuring the interface pressure for var-

ious pressing areas and depths.

Fig. 7. Change in the interface pressure with respect to the pressing

depth of the air-filled cell.

Fig. 8. The slope changes in interface pressure for different pressing

areas.
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lifted knees. The body pressure was visualized via a mobile

device. The pressure visualization was defined to look red when

the relative changing ratio was greater than 20%. A changing ratio

of 0% was expressed in blue. Here, the relative changing ratio is

the ratio of the air-filled cell’s initial height to the changed height

after being pressed by the body. The changing ratio was classified

into a total of 1024 colors between red and blue. Body pressure

distribution at each posture was verified with the reference

equipment of X3Pro. In the upright sitting position in Table 1(a),

all the sensors showed low pressure due to pressure redistribution.

For the posture in Table 1(b), the sensors of the hip region showed

higher pressure than the pressure of the leg region. This is because

sitting with lifted knees leaves small contact areas under the body

and has centralized pressure at the localized region. In the

experiment, the prototype system was able to clearly recognize

body parts and visualize the distribution of body pressure in real-

time.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A pressure monitoring system based on ToF optical sensors was

proposed to visualize the effect of body pressure distribution on an

air cushion. The ToF optical sensors are attached to the bottom

surface of the air-filled cells, making them more durable than

electrical sensors. In the study, the prototype of the air cushion

seat was implemented with ToF sensors, and its characteristics

were investigated. Pressure distribution for different sitting

postures was successfully identified and visualized using a mobile

device. We expect that more ToF sensors increase the resolution

of the pressure distribution, and this will be investigated in the

future. The proposed air cushion seat can be used as a breakthrough

pressure measurement platform for various posture monitoring

applications.
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Table 1. Pressure visualization when a participant takes the posture

of (a) sitting upright and (b) sitting with lifted knees.

Posture Mobile App. Ref. XSENSOR

a

b

 

 

 

 

 

 


